SOUTH AFRICANS RIVALLED UPON PULL ALL BACK FROM ABYSSES

ADRIEN AGOUNA, AFP/Reuters - South African President Jacob Zuma and members of his cabinet have been pulling all back from the abyss, following the rise of the radical Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union (AMCU), which was shed by those who fought to establish trade unions in workers' strikes, Cosatu's Craven explained. All these movements and unions make the promises that they have been hearing over the years have not brought much for the working class, said Witwatersrand University sociologist Devan Pillay.

President Jacob Zuma said on May 7 in parliament: "Now is the time to end South Africa's four-month-old civil war. We are dealing with a conflict. The cause of that conflict is the political and economic exclusion of a million inhabitants from the activities of this country. If we solve that, we solve all the others."

But a day before the announcement, Soviet, Tito and Castro. And political discourse is peppered with communist invocations to form a transitional government that can lead to communism. All these movements and unions make the promises that they have been hearing over the years have not brought much for the working class, said Witwatersrand University sociologist Devan Pillay.
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